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Reading Friendships.
A continent. reading group, Paris. June 2016.
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WE ARE TOLD THAT THE -SHIP OF "FRIENDSHIP" 
is not descended from the homonymous term for a boat, 
although the truth (êtumos) that is raised by its etymology 
leaves us less certain of its relationship to seacraft. John 
Durham Peterson, in his The Marvelous Clouds, "trawls" the 
etymology of "-ship" and finds that this nautical vehicle is 
linked to creation, constitution, and condition.

—Paul Boshears
"What Is This Craft Called ‘Friendship’?"

Body of Us, 2018
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Friendship is amongst the most fundamental social 
practices of humankind. We experience and enact 
friendship in all its ambiguity – the concurrence of 
sameness and difference – from early childhood on. 
In as much as our practices of friendship shape and 
reflect our relation to the world, our relation to the 
world is reflected in our understanding of relations, 
connections, attachments – friendship. The space 
we give is the space we have. 

But who are "we" when we talk about 
"us"? In times of an ever more destructive 
anthropocentrism, of growing nationalisms, 
in times of increasing social drift, such false 
assemblages have lost their innocence. Because 
what connects "us" might equally separate “us” 
from one, from the other. There are cracks in any 
such friendly narrative, cracks through which, as 
Leonard Cohen reminds, the light gets in.

Friend/Ships  
a Parasitic Reading Room
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Reading Friendships
A continent. reading group, Paris 2016.

Image: Paul Boshears, continent.
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Facing critical developments in France, in Europe and across 
the globe, “our” evening at Centre culturel suisse centers 
on questions of the political potentials and worldbuilding 
implications of friendship as a means to navigate in between 
space – where I end and you begin. 

How can the fundamental experience called 
friendship be mobilized as a political force today? What 
can democracy – or politics as such – be based on, if it 
accepts concepts of “difference” and “identity” (and thus: 
“subjectivity”) not as given categorical representations and 
pre-defined life categories but as movements of becoming 
and processes of change, matters of ongoing negotiation? 
Which friendly modes of doing and orienting together can 
empower new forms of co-existence that might escape the 
ways in which contemporary technologies and governing 
forces preemptively capture emotions and control bodies 
absorbing them into the exclusionary narratives inscribed 
into representational democracy?  What support structures, 
modes of collective organization, institutional and 
technological frameworks could be developed to motivate, 
sustain and support forms of care and action, in solidarity, 
that would accommodate multiplicity and difference?

Based on previous conversations around the topic 
in the frame of “Body of Us”, the Swiss contribution to the 
London Design Biennale 2018, the project’s curator Rebekka 
Kiesewetter has invited friends to continue the discussion 
around political friendship: dpr-barcelona, initiators of the 
“Parasitic reading room” at the 4th Istanbul Design Biennial 
2018, architect Ross Exo Adams, one of the contributors 
to Body of Us publication, and the continent. experimental 
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publishing collective, initiators of “Reading Friendships Paris“ 
at Centre culturel suisse 2016. At this same venue, three years 
later, the stage opens for an edition of the "Parasitic Reading 
Room" and a reprise of "Reading Friendships", an evening of 
readings, thinkings, creating and discussion.

You are welcome to bring friends and family, and to 
contribute vividly with your thoughts and note, reference, 
media, piece, book or object that comes to mind and comes 
to friendship. A collective reader will be produced, on stage, 
during the sessions in Paris on March 20th, 2019.

Can "we" be friends?
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Rebekka Kiesewetter and 
continent.

Curatorial Snippets.

Source: Body Of Us, 2018. 
Image: Nina Jäger, continent.
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14/03/2019 Body of Us

http://bodyofus.ch/publication/what-is-this-craft-called-friendship 1/15

W AR TOLD THAT TH -HIP OF
“FRINDHIP” i not decended from the
homonmou term for a oat, although the truth
(êtumo) that i raied  it etmolog leave u le
certain of it relationhip to eacraft. John Durham
Peteron, in hi e Marvelou Cloud, “trawl” the
etmolog of “hip” and �nd that thi nautical vehicle i
linked to creation, contitution, and condition. �e
nglih friendhip �nd it analog in it Germanic
couin Freundchaft (German), venka (Danih), and
vriendchap (Dutch). In each of thee the u�x indicate
the condition of eing a friend, that i, the tate of acting
in the manner of a friend. ut -hip, -chaft, -ka, and -
chap each alo can connote the qualit or art of the
noun the modif. �e Dutch term chepping (creation)
and German chöpfung (creation) �nd their cognate in
the nglih term hape. �i contellation of aociation
can alo e een in the term landcape which name the
viion painter create of the earth efore them.
Furthermore, there i the archaic nglih meaning of
haft a “creation, origin, make, nature, or contitution.”
Here we are led to wonder and ak, what doe it mean,
then, to a, in nglih, that we “make friend”?

What we are exploring here i the potential value of
friendhip a an artitic method. �i exploration i done
from the perpective of omeone among a collection of
friend who make a pulication and have, for everal
ear now, invetigated pulihing a an artitic practice
and have alo ought the potential of an expanded
undertanding of pulication a a creative act of pulic-

k � l 

1

2

What I i Craft Called “Friendhip”?
 Paul ohear
AN AY ON HOW TO COM PARTICULAR

Paul Boshears

What Is This Craft Called 
"Friendship"?

Source: Body of Us,  2018.
Image: Nina Jäger, continent.
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Maurice Blanchot

Friendship.

Source: Friendship, Stanford 
University Press, 1997.
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Marieke Borren

Arendt and Derrida
on friendship and the 
problem of political 
community.

Source:  Amor mundi: Hannah 
Arendt's political phenomenology of 
world. F & N Eigen Beheer, 2010.
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'Friends With Self,' by Sara Krugman
A CORRESPONDENCE OF, WITH AND BETWEEN HANDS

Body of Us, 2018
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Leonard Cohen

Anthem.

Source: youtube.com/mDTph7mer3I
© Sony/ATV Music Publishing 
LLC, 1992

Ring the bells (ring the bells) 
that still can ring
Forget your perfect offering.

There is a crack in everything 
(there is a crack in everything)

That's how the light gets in...
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Image: Nina Jäger, continent.
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12/03/2019 Body of Us

http://bodyofus.com/publication/infrastructures-of-otherwise 4/12

Fig.1—From: Houria outeldja. *White, Jew, and U: Toward a
Politic of Revolutionar Love*, Camridge, MIT Pre, 2017

If ou’ve read it, ou’ll know that outeldja’ idea of revolutionar love here eem to take up a
imilar agenda to that which Reekka et. al. have propoed a a wa to imagine a new political
horizon of olidarit—of a radical ‘we’. It’ a powerful read and one that take to tak the
underling racim, ilamophoia and colonialit of the uropean/wetern Left a a neceit to
think it own propoition. However, on thi note, I thought that we might alo re�ect on a
paage of the rief with a it of kepticim (or perhap to tet the cope of our forthcoming
dicuion a it!):

e project experimentall and tentativel ugget to rekindle the
concept of political friendhip that conceptuall it at the ae of
nowada democrac.

What if, to paraphrae Jame aldwin, to rede�ne ‘we’ toda ma demand that we rede�ne the
term of the wetern world? What if, in other word, the practical, material and ideological
condition of ‘our’ democrac toda (i.e. that hining ideological edi�ce in which we are currentl
u�ocating ourelve and expunge thoe who are reluctant to adopt it a a univeral truth) are
preciel thoe which have precluded from the ver eginning the emergence of a ‘od of u’?
What if democrac, or, if we might expand a it, modernit more roadl pre�gured the (highl
uneven) intrumentalization of all odie a oth it mean and end? From the invention of race
and the enlavement of African odie, to the unwaged enlavement of women’ odie in
dometic laor, to the political liminalit of laoring immigrant odie toda, to the hper-
individuated, ecular conumer/propert owner, to the ‘dataodie’ that will make of the human a
�eld of intrumental node to e managed… What might it mean to imagine odie a not the ite
of ome kind of invention of rationalit or intrumental reaon ma �nd purchae (even if
conceived toward a radical politic), ut rather one which can, collectivel, ‘re-enchant the world’ a
outeldja compel u to think?

ome thought to park dicuion…

Lovingl hopeful, 
Ro

O N  H U M A N I T Y  I N  D A R K  T I M E S  

Its limits are inherent in the fact that strength and power are not 
the same; that power arises only where people act together, but 
not where people grow stronger as individuals. No strength is 
ever great enough to replace power; wherever strength is con
fronted by power, strength will always succumb. But even the 
sheer strength to escape and to resist while fleeing cannot mate
rialize where reality is bypassed or forgotten-as when an indi
vidual thinks himself too good and noble to pit himself against 
such a world, or when he fails to face up to the absolute "nega
tiveness" of prevailing world conditions at a given time. How 
tempting it was, for example, simply to ignore the intolerably 
stupid blabber of the Nazis. But seductive though it may be to 
yield to such temptations and to hole up in the refuge of one's 
own psyche, the result will always be a loss of humanness along 
with the forsaking of reality. .. 

Thus, in the case of a friendship between a German and a Jew 
under the conditions of the Third Reich it would scarcely have 
been a sign of humanness for the friends to have said: Are we 
not both human beings? It would have been mere evasion of 
reality and of the world common to both at that time; they 
would not have been resisting the world as it was. A law that 
prohibited the intercourse of Jews and Germans could be evaded 
but could not.be defied by people who denied the reality of the 
distinction. In keeping with a humanness that had not lost the 
solid ground of reality, a humanness in the midst of the reality 
of persecution, they would have had to say to each other: A Ger
man and a Jew, and friends. But wherever such a friendship suc
ceeded at that time ( of course the situation is completely 
changed, nowadays ) and was maintained in purity, that is to 
say without false guilt complexes on the one side and false 
complexes of superiority or inferiority on the other, a bit of hu
manness in a world become inhuman had been achieved. 

I V  

The example of  friendship, which I have adduced because it 
seems to me for a variety of reasons to be specially pertinent to 
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If ou’ve read it, ou’ll know that outeldja’ idea of revolutionar love here eem to take up a
imilar agenda to that which Reekka et. al. have propoed a a wa to imagine a new political
horizon of olidarit—of a radical ‘we’. It’ a powerful read and one that take to tak the
underling racim, ilamophoia and colonialit of the uropean/wetern Left a a neceit to
think it own propoition. However, on thi note, I thought that we might alo re�ect on a
paage of the rief with a it of kepticim (or perhap to tet the cope of our forthcoming
dicuion a it!):

e project experimentall and tentativel ugget to rekindle the
concept of political friendhip that conceptuall it at the ae of
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Lovingl hopeful, 
Ro Ross Exo Adams, Nina Jäger, 

Ethel Baraona Pohl and 
César Reyes Najera

Infrastructures Of Otherwise.

Source: Source: Body of Us,  2018.

Hannah Arendt

On humanity in dark times. 
Thoughts about Lessing.

Source: Men in dark Times,  Harcourt 
Brace Jovanovich, 1995.
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22 chapter One

might we stay in the wake with and as those whom the state positions 
to die ungrievable deaths and live lives meant to be unlivable? These 
are questions of temporality, the longue durée, the residence and hold 
time of the wake. At stake, then is to stay in this wake time toward in-
habiting a blackened consciousness that would rupture the structural 
silences produced and facilitated by, and that produce and facilitate, 
Black social and physical death.

For, if we are lucky, we live in the knowledge that the wake has posi-
tioned us as no- citizen.30 If we are lucky, the knowledge of this posi-
tioning avails us particular ways of re/seeing, re/inhabiting, and re/
imagining the world. And we might use these ways of being in the wake 
in our responses to terror and the varied and various ways that our 
Black lives are lived under occupation. I want In the Wake to declare 
that we are Black peoples in the wake with no state or nation to protect 
us, with no citizenship bound to be respected, and to position us in the 
modalities of Black life lived in, as, under, despite Black death: to think 
and be and act from there. It is my particular hope that the praxis of 
the wake and wake work, the theory and performance of the wake and 
wake work, as modes of attending to Black life and Black suffering, are 
imagined and performed here with enough specificity to attend to the 
direness of the multiple and overlapping presents that we face; it is also 
my hope that the praxis of the wake and wake work might have enough 
capaciousness to travel and do work that I have not here been able to 
imagine or anticipate.

Christina Sharpe

The Wake. 

Source: In The Wake. On Blackness and 
Being, Duke University Press, 2016.
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1.4 The wake of a cruise ship on the open ocean. Photo taken on March 10, 2011. 
© Bcbounders | Dreamstime.com—Cruise Ship Wake Photo
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13/03/2019 Body of Us

http://bodyofus.com/publication/infrastructures-of-otherwise 10/12

the left: urel there i a kind of love that circulate within the hatred of white nationalim, love
that reinvent itelf under the hared vitriol of xenophoic, ilamaphoic, anti-lack racim and
love that oil over in the ectaie of toda’ gloal facit reurgence.

I think what ou’re ringing together here—the idea of reinventing love, the word, the world on
the one hand with the uggetion of friendhip a laour on the other—eem to tand at odd
with one another. For one, reinvention in Hovart ecome a goal that doe not immediatel peak
to an particular collective, an ujectivit or coalition. When we hear the injunction of Hovart to
perpetuall reinvent the world/love, we do not hear a ituated trateg, a hitoricall rooted
achievement, an overthrow of a tem; rather, we hear a kind of univerall ‘good’ ojective—a
’Dut’ (complete with a capital D, no le!) that Hovart eem to demand. While, admittedl, I am
not well vered in hi philooph, I get a ene that it remain all too tethered to an nlightenment
univere of light and darkne, truth and untruth, the jut and the unjut, which give me paue. In
addition to thi, it i unclear how a contant reinvention of the world, of love and o on, would not
at the ame time undermine the peritence that we ee in a notion of friendhip like that
Condorelli peak of, one which require laour, care, a working together.

How can we peak of the unfettered reinvention of the world and the love uch an act would e
aed on without recognizing, �rt, in whoe name() we peak and, econd, of what ha to e
detroed for the proce of reinvention to take place? Nina’ explanation of a od of U that
tart ‘from the wound’ eem completel apt here.

Fred Moten and tefano Harne’ work (ep. their ) ma e relevant to
ponder here. Like outeldja, their radicalit come not in their rejection of oppreion, capitalim,
ut the frame of thought that have produced them in the �rt place—framework through which,
unfortunatel, much of the left continue to poe it quetion and uild it claim. Yet more than
thi, jut a outeldja reject much of contemporar (wetern) feminim, for example, whoe
claim of equalit are uilt on a hitor of colonialit, racim and imperialim which it
imultaneoul fail to interrogate, Moten and Harne egin their provocation of ‘fugitive
planning and lack tud’ a a refual of the ver ae on which critique i made availale—ae
created from a world view of oppoitional thought (oppreed-oppreor, mater-lave, jut-unjut,
etc.). It i thi unpoken, preuppoed oppoitional relation that invented racim and it colonial
intitution jut a it it at the foundation of capitalim and democrac, incriing itelf a oth
the form and limit of politic. �eir rejection of critique i thu alo an acknowledgement of the
fact that it product, uch a democrac or Recontruction are themelve not oppoitional to
capitalim and the violent intitution on which it i aed. Perhap it i eeking recognition of
injutice from the ver tem that den jutice that i the left’ greatet trap?

Intead, Moten and Harne o�er (or rather acknowledge) the undercommon a a ite contituted
 a hared det that it oth with and againt the variou intitution and technologie of the
modern world. From here emerge omething of a ource of friendhip—an indetedne (or what
Roerto poito would have a the co-munu of a communit—and at time perhap love, that
ma e cloer to what I undertand a a ‘od of U’. �e undercommon i a kind of coalition of
thinking-together for thoe who recognize themelve not a a kind of ‘ujectivit’ per-e, ut in
their hared eparation from the tate, from intitution and from accepted form of knowledge
production. �eir goal i a much more complex one than of the tpical rupture we imagine in the
term ‘revolution’, coniting intead in the preparation for a kind of unimagined revolution et to
come—a proce likened to improviation that pla to the ite and zone that have een refued
 the tate, democrac, the univerit, capitalim etc. �e write “Can thi eing together in
homelene, thi interpla of the refual of what ha een refued, thi undercommon
appoitionalit, e a place from which emerge neither elf-concioune nor knowledge of the
other ut an improviation that proceed from omewhere on the other ide of an unaked
quetion?”

If we can return to outeldja’ paage that I tarted with, we can ee that the ‘we’ he i peaking
to i far from a call to ring together a univeral communit (which i, perhap, a contradiction in
itelf ) in univeral love, ut to encounter the other at the threhold of annihilation—a relationhip
that i articulated not (merel) on the chao of the truggle of oppoitional uject (oppreor-
oppreed), ut on the ver foundation of thought on which uch a truggle i made legile in the
�rt place.

Perhap omething like the undercommon i cloe to the ‘otherwie’ that ou mention in our lat
mail?

Lovingl improviing, 
Ro

�e Undercommon

Ross Exo Adams, Nina Jäger, 
Ethel Baraona Pohl and 
César Reyes Najera

Infrastructures Of Otherwise.

Source: Body of Us,  2018.
Image: Nina Jäger, continent.
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Lauren Berlant

A Properly Political Concept of 
Love: Three Approaches in Ten 
Pages.

Source: Cultural Anthropology 26(4), 
2011.
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Navigating movements

always go together. When you affect something, you are 
at the same time opening yourself up to being affected 
in turn, and in a slightly different way than you might 
have been the moment before. You have made a transi-
tion, however slight. You have stepped over a threshold. 
Affect is this passing of a threshold, seen from the point 
of view of the change in capacity. It’s crucial to remem-
ber that Spinoza uses this to talk about the body. What 
a body is, he says, is what it can do as it goes along. 
This is a totally pragmatic definition. A body is defined 
by what capacities it carries from step to step. What 
these are exactly is changing constantly. A body’s ability 
to affect or be affected – its charge of affect – isn’t 
something fixed.

So depending on the circumstances, it goes up and 
down gently like a tide, or maybe storms and crests like 
a wave, or at times simply bottoms out. It’s because this 
is all attached to the movements of the body that it can’t 
be reduced to emotion. It’s not just subjective, which is 
not to say that there is nothing subjective about it. 
Spinoza says that every transition is accompanied by a 
feeling of the change in capacity. The affect and the 
feeling of the transition are not two different things. 
They’re two sides of the same coin, just like affecting 
and being affected. That’s the first sense in which affect 
is about intensity – every affect is a doubling. The expe-
rience of a change, an affecting-being affected, is redou-
bled by an experience of the experience. This gives the 
body’s movements a kind of depth that stays with it 
across all its transitions – accumulating in memory, in 
habit, in reflex, in desire, in tendency. Emotion is the 
way the depth of that ongoing experience registers per-
sonally at a given moment.

Brian Massumi

Navigating movements.

Source: Politics of Affect, Wiley, 2015.





Ursula K. Le Guin

Vaster than Empires and More 
Slow.

Source: New Dimensions 1, Doubleday 
Books, 1971.
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Image: Nina Jäger, continent.
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José Manuel Ballester
'The Raft of the Medusa,' 2010
Guggenheim Bilbao Museoa

The Raft of the Medusa. This icon of French Romanticism by Gericault has been represented by 
Ballester after the rescue of the survivors and the disappearance of the dead corpses. Lacking human 
presence, the raft reveals the force of its fragility. 
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14/03/2019 Gmail - Fw: Contribution to conversation on FRIEND/SHIPS at Centre Culturel Suisse in Paris

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5cac3ea9db&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1627895474318094143&simpl=msg-f%3A1627895474318094… 1/2

Ethel Baraona Pohl <ethel.baraona@gmail.com>

Fw: Contribution to conversation on FRIEND/SHIPS at Centre
Culturel Suisse in Paris 

Cesar Reyes Najera <cesareyes@gmail.com> Wed, Mar 13, 2019 at 2:01 PM
To: rebekka kiesewetter <rebekka.kiesewetter@gmx.ch>
Cc: "Adams, Ross E [ARCH]" <readams@iastate.edu>, Nina Jäger
<nina@continentcontinent.cc>, Ethel Baraona Pohl <ethel.baraona@gmail.com>

Dear Rebekka, Nina, Ethel and Ross
 
I'm jumping into this wonderful conversation with a significant delay... there are some
personal circumstances that will prevent me to join you in person in Paris :(
 
I'm just letting know that the wonderful reading excerpts woven by Rebekka, Nina and
Ethel have given special meaning to the moment I'm going through... and as Ross, I
would like to join your beautiful choreography in Paris. 
 
If it's still possible, I would suggest to include an analogy to friendship that I see in
the simple but strong figure of a raft noted by Fernand Deligny (primordial communist,
pedagogue, writer, and film director). This analogy could connect with the structure in the
sections of Friend/Ship or We & Exclusion 
 
Deligny points out that a raft is made by trunks tied together in a loose way, so the waves
of water pass through them, as they are separated. A raft is not a boat which is stronger
but not so flexible; the stiffer a boat is the more easily it breaks. We demand that a boat
provides security, speed, certainty... from a raft (like in friendship) we just have the will to
explore a body of water or the wish survive a shipwreck. As in friendship, the link of a raft
is given by its separation. The best proximity is the distance that lets the free movement
of each component. Here you can see the primordial importance of the links, the binding,
and the distance that the trunks have between each other. Link and separation, structure
and fragility, navigation above and below the waterline, survival and temporality. The raft
is a rudimentary technology, reappropriate and replicable that is built where it is needed
and according to the means in which it becomes essential. In its simplicity, available to
anyone, the navigation is played all or nothing. One trunk is not a raft, but two of them
are sometimes enough to make one. The raft is not a barricade, but with all that was left
of the barricades (those shields we use to protect from the traps of life), rafts could be
built.
 
Thanks, dear friends for this collection of texts that you have tied together... I have made
my raft with them and life in waves is passing through.
 
Hugs from Barcelona
 
César
 
César Reyes Nájera

14/03/2019 Gmail - Fw: Contribution to conversation on FRIEND/SHIPS at Centre Culturel Suisse in Paris

https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0?ik=5cac3ea9db&view=pt&search=all&permmsgid=msg-f%3A1627895474318094143&simpl=msg-f%3A1627895474318094… 1/2

Ethel Baraona Pohl <ethel.baraona@gmail.com>

Fw: Contribution to conversation on FRIEND/SHIPS at Centre
Culturel Suisse in Paris 

Cesar Reyes Najera <cesareyes@gmail.com> Wed, Mar 13, 2019 at 2:01 PM
To: rebekka kiesewetter <rebekka.kiesewetter@gmx.ch>
Cc: "Adams, Ross E [ARCH]" <readams@iastate.edu>, Nina Jäger
<nina@continentcontinent.cc>, Ethel Baraona Pohl <ethel.baraona@gmail.com>

Dear Rebekka, Nina, Ethel and Ross
 
I'm jumping into this wonderful conversation with a significant delay... there are some
personal circumstances that will prevent me to join you in person in Paris :(
 
I'm just letting know that the wonderful reading excerpts woven by Rebekka, Nina and
Ethel have given special meaning to the moment I'm going through... and as Ross, I
would like to join your beautiful choreography in Paris. 
 
If it's still possible, I would suggest to include an analogy to friendship that I see in
the simple but strong figure of a raft noted by Fernand Deligny (primordial communist,
pedagogue, writer, and film director). This analogy could connect with the structure in the
sections of Friend/Ship or We & Exclusion 
 
Deligny points out that a raft is made by trunks tied together in a loose way, so the waves
of water pass through them, as they are separated. A raft is not a boat which is stronger
but not so flexible; the stiffer a boat is the more easily it breaks. We demand that a boat
provides security, speed, certainty... from a raft (like in friendship) we just have the will to
explore a body of water or the wish survive a shipwreck. As in friendship, the link of a raft
is given by its separation. The best proximity is the distance that lets the free movement
of each component. Here you can see the primordial importance of the links, the binding,
and the distance that the trunks have between each other. Link and separation, structure
and fragility, navigation above and below the waterline, survival and temporality. The raft
is a rudimentary technology, reappropriate and replicable that is built where it is needed
and according to the means in which it becomes essential. In its simplicity, available to
anyone, the navigation is played all or nothing. One trunk is not a raft, but two of them
are sometimes enough to make one. The raft is not a barricade, but with all that was left
of the barricades (those shields we use to protect from the traps of life), rafts could be
built.
 
Thanks, dear friends for this collection of texts that you have tied together... I have made
my raft with them and life in waves is passing through.
 
Hugs from Barcelona
 
César
 
César Reyes Nájera

César Reyes

Source: e-mail communication
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Jean-Luc Nancy

On the soul.

Source: Corpus, Fordham University 
Press, 2008.
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Image: Sara Giannini, Unfold #1: A Library Where the Books Have Melted Into One Another and the Titles 
Have Faded Away. The Volume Project, 2015.

Danielle Allen

Rhetoric, a good thing.

Source: Talking to Strangers: 
Anxieties of Citizenship since 
Brown v. Board of Education, 
University of Chicago Press, 
2004.



Céline Condorelli

Function: Requirements.

Source: Support Structures, 
Sternberg Press, 2009.
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Also: becoming ungovernable. It's something that periodically 
occupies my thinking. Broadly it's a matter of how groups of 
folks want to arrange themselves together 
[...]
 I'm thinking of that phrase in English, "the truth lies between 
us."

"The truth lies between us" is typically said when two 
opposing sides of an argument can't come to terms and a 
third party begins with announcing that whatever the truth is, 
no one party has special access to it. The truth is necessarily 
a composite. It's necessarily a matter of groups working  
together to make the most of their situation. 

Paul Boshears

Source: e-mail communication
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Full text (PDF file) 
Over the last decades, what was sometimes referred to as the “cyberspace” has 
often been thought to provide some (“virtual”) alternative to today’s world. On 
Earth, in our social space marked out by proper nouns, passports, price labels, 
as well as physical, economic and administrative forces, each and every 
movement is demanding and tiring, since one often stumbles over 
insurmountable obstacles. The digital alternative—free, with its avatars, 
algorithmic inventiveness, its ninjas jumping from roof to roof and its miracles 
of networking—lured one with the hope for the being-online and its thrilling 
lightness. Everything seemed possible: the equality of status between 
disidentified conscious entities, free movement across the frontiers of nations, 
genders, races and classes, the worldwide fraternity between all of the 
network contributors. At the forefront of the anthropological issues resulting 
from the evolution of digital technologies, thinkers such as Félix Guattari 
mentioned the prospect of a “reshuffle of the mass media power crushing the 
contemporary subjectivity and of an entry into a post-media era consisting in 
a collective individual re-appropriation and interactive use of the information, 
communication, intelligence, art and culture mechanisms”1. 

Over the last decade, discourses suggesting that we scale down these hopes 
have increased. The digital alternative would have been long-lived. The GAFA 
(Google, Apple, Facebook, Amazon), soon followed by the NATU (Netflix, 
Airbnb, Tesla, and Uber), once again got hooks into the capitalist marketability 
of cyberspace. The NSA and general intelligence services collect any trace of 
our “free” digital movements, so as to better target the subversive elements to 
imprison, under the pretext of emergency laws or state of emergency. Our 
beautiful surges of contributive generosity end up crushing us under heaps of 
unmanageable e-mails. What used to shine beyond the promises of the 
“virtual,” like an alternative to the alienating state capitalism, would “in fact” 
only strengthen its hold. And everyone is complaining all together—about the 
end of utopias, reigning conformism and unconditional surrender of the digital 
to the deadly appeal of witch TINA (There Is No Alternative). 

From a world of data to a world of 
prehensions 

One may laugh—for good reason—at the claim that “another reality is still 
possible,” for the current issue is not so much about abstractly stating vague 
possibilities, as it is about concretely defending areas from a capitalistic 
plunder (ZAD), developing other forms of collaboration and putting them into 

                                                             

1Félix Guattari, “Vers une ère postmédia,” Terminal, n° 51, October 1990, republished 
in Chimères, issue 28, Spring-Summer 1996. Available online at 
http://multitudes.samizdat.net/Vers-une-ere-postmedia. 

Yves Citton

Navigation or filtration
Vilém Flusser and the 
Vampiric Alternative of the 
Digital Imaginary.

Source: Revue Hybrid, n° 3, Labex 
Arts H2H, Presses Universitaires 
de Vincennes, 2016.
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practice, and starting to learn how to live among the ruins of capitalism2. 
However, this task implies a disconcerting reversal of the perspectives 
through which we have learned to situate ourselves in this world. It is at this 
level—in order to negotiate this reversal of perspective and make it seem first 
acceptable and eventually intuitive—that one needs what Cornélius 
Castoriadis called “instituting imagination”3. One has to learn to see the same 
things differently, from another perspective, so as to spot other points to 
potentially cling to. 

To define that work of collaborative imagination, two terms inspired by two 
great 20th-century English-speaking thinkers may prove useful. The first one 
is the notion of prehension, as formulated by philosopher Alfred North 
Whitehead4. Our attention to the world and practical behaviors determine 
what we make of this world. In the digital field especially, what we call “data” 
deserve to be systematically translated into “prehensions”: they do not 
constitute a “given,” something that we would be offered for free and lavishly, 
rather they have been extracted through generally costly, hence interested, 
calculation operations. As Bruno Latour stated numerous times, the 
supposedly “objective facts” of science have indeed been “made up” through 
processes which were overly determined by necessarily one-sided human 
interests. In the same way, isn’t our whole digital universe made up of 
necessarily one-sided prehensions and regarded as “data” only through a 
dangerously simplifying leap. 

The second term, a counterpart to the first one, is that of affordance developed 
by psychologist James J. Gibson in his ecology of visual perception, in order to 
refer to what, in our environment, “allows” or affords a human action5. The 
handle of a pan is designed so that one can lift it without getting burned; the 
branches of a tree allow for one to climb, unlike the smooth surface of a metal 
pole, which provides no grip for one to climb it. Like the material world into 
which it fits and on which it feeds, the digital world develops through a 
complex interplay using certain affordances in the context of prehensions. 
Like our material world, and even to a greater extent, it pertains to a dynamic 
plasticity that leads the prehension requirements to induce new affordances. 

The reversal of perspective that is required for one to better comprehend the 
current deployment of digital possibilities, invites one to seek other imaginary 
models, bringing out (more clearly) other affordances that are likely to be 

                                                             

2 Anna Lowenhaupt Tsing, The Mushroom at the End of the World. On the Possibility of 
Life in Capitalist Ruins, Princeton University Press, 2015. 

3 Cornélius Castoriadis, L’institution imaginaire de la société, Paris, Seuil, 1975. 

4 See for example Alfred North Whitehead, Procès et réalité. Essai de cosmogonie 
[1929], Paris, Gallimard, 1995. 

5 James J. Gibson, L’Approche écologique de la perception visuelle (1979), Paris, 
Editions Dehors, 2014. 
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"The social and political transformation starts with the 
small step, the daily call, the weekly demonstration, 
moving outside our zone of comfort where we all identify 
with one another toward the uneasy alliance that stands 
against injustice."

Judith Butler

This Is What Resistance 
Looks Like.

Source: Lecture, UCLA Luskin 
School of Public Affairs, 2017.
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Michel Foucault

Interview on “Sex, Power 
and the Politics of Identity” 
conducted by B. Gallagher 
and A. Wilson in Toronto 
in June 1982.

Source: The Advocate 400, August, 
1984.
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Image: Nina Jäger, continent.
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Ronald Ross

1897 original notebook  
records of the malaria parasite 
in mosquitoes.

Source: Memoirs with a Full Account 
of the Great Malaria Problem and Its 
Solution,  J. Murray, 1923.



Body of Us, the Swiss contribution to the 
2018 London Design Biennale curated 
by Rebekka Kiesewetter, consisted of 
a physical installation and an audio 
piece in Somerset House, as well as of 
a publication and a website. It was an 
exercise in and a reflection on friendly 
relationships – elective, messy, open-
ended and in constant flux, as are the 
emotions they generate – as potentially 
emancipatory connections. The project 
explored forms of togetherness that are 
able to challenge the broadly accepted 
norms, binaries and conditions of 
contemporary working and living 
environments, and modes of political, 
institutional and economic governance.

www.bodyofus.com

continent. is a para-academic, 
experimental publishing collective; 
a continuous effort to dynamically 
recompose publics, convene encounters 
and create open access online and 
offline collections of text, sound, image 
and media.

www.continentcontinent.cc
@_continent_

dpr-barcelona is an architectural 
research practice and independent 
publishing house founded by Ethel 
Baraona Pohl and César Reyes 
Nájera, dealing with three main lines: 
publishing, criticism and curating.  
Their work explore how architecture 
as discipline reacts in the intersection 
with politics, technology, economy and 
social issues. dpr-barcelona is member 
of  Future Architecture.

www.dpr-barcelona.com
@dpr_barcelona

Disclaimer:

A parasite does not ask permission to interact, it nourishes itself from its host, and causes 
changes for good and for bad... it depends on who tells the story.

The parasitized texts in these reader are reproduced without asking permission, the only reason 
is its nutritional value for the survival of a non-mercantilized form of school.

As if a genetic trail
the source is cited
the result is uncertain
and it only depends on who reads it.



Friend/Ships
a Parasitic Reading Room

Body of Us + continent. + dpr-barcelona 
Centre culturel suisse, Paris. March 2019

Based on previous conversations around the topic in the frame of “Body of Us”, the Swiss 
contribution to the London Design Biennale 2018, the project’s curator Rebekka Kiesewetter 

has invited friends to continue the discussion around political friendship: dpr-barcelona, 
initiators of the “Parasitic Reading Room” [along with the Open Raumlabor University] at the 
4th Istanbul Design Biennial 2018, architect Ross Exo Adams, one of the contributors to Body 
of Us publication, and the continent. experimental publishing collective, initiators of “Reading 

Friendships Paris“ at Centre culturel suisse 2016. At this same venue, three years later, the stage 
opens for an edition of the “Parasitic Reading Room” and a reprise of “Reading Friendships”, an 

evening of readings, thinkings, creating and discussion.


